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Abstract—Inter-component communication (ICC) is a key mechanism in Android. It utilizes intents to achieve the communications between different components in the apps. Thus, the successful execution of ICCs is fundamental to the app operations. However, existing testing tools for Android seldom explicitly consider these ICC calls, which may fail to find those ICC-related bugs. To this end, we propose a novel ICC-guided exploration strategy to effectively find the ICC-related bugs. Our idea is that, we can (1) build an ICC call graph from the app under test, and (2) use this graph to guide the exploration toward exercising the ICC calls. To achieve this idea, we design this ICC-guided exploration strategy based on Q-learning, a classic reinforcement learning algorithm. Specifically, the reward function explicitly considers the number of explored intents, the number of promising-to-explore intents and the exploration order of explored intents to improve testing effectiveness. Moreover, to build a more complete ICC call graph, we design a graph enhancement exploration strategy also based on Q-learning to complement the call graph construction via static analysis. We have implemented our idea as an automated testing tool ICCDROID. The evaluation on 28 real-word Android apps shows that ICCDROID can effectively find the most number of ICC-related bugs within the same testing time, compared to existing testing tools — the bugs found by ICCDROID are 1.7~2.7 times more than the others. So far, ICCDROID has found 13 previously unknown ICC-related bugs, all of which have been confirmed by the app developers and five have already been fixed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Android apps are composed of four major components: Activity, Service, Broadcast Receiver and Content Provider. These components communicate with each other through the inter-component communication (ICC) mechanism. This ICC mechanism is implemented via an intent object. Leveraging the intent, the components can collaborate to achieve the app functionalities. Thus, the successful execution of ICC serves as the foundation for app operations. A failed ICC may result in the apps crash, leading to poor user experience [1], [2].

An illustrative example. Fig. 1 shows a real bug in AARD2. AARD2 is an app for managing one’s dictionary, which is released on Google Play. However, viewing word Read by history record has a serious error (shown in function ② in Fig. 1). Specifically, a user first clicks a word Read to view the details of this word (see function ① in Fig. 1). Then the user performs some UI events (including navigation events) to make app jump from DetailActivity to MainActivity (see ③→④→⑤ in Fig. 1). Subsequently, the user deletes the visited word Read in MainActivity (see function ⑥ in Fig. 1). As we expected, this word Read is successfully deleted in MainActivity (see ⑦ in Fig. 1). However, in this case, if the user views this word again through the history record, a NullPointerException is thrown when the app attempts to launch the DetailActivity of word Read (see function ⑧ in Fig. 1).

In this example, the event sequence of this bug consists of three sequentially executed functions (①→②→③). For each function, there exists an activity switching. Taking function ② as an example, after clicking word Read, the corresponding event handler (onClick) in Fig. 1(b) creates an intent object and puts necessary messages (including target component and detailed word information) in this object (lines 3-7). With the help of startActivity method provided by Android system, the intent object implements the communication from MainActivity to DetailActivity (line 8). Therefore, the DetailActivity will be launched after the app executes onClick method. The process from intent creation to target component launching is called an ICC call. Unfortunately, the ICC call in function ② fails as the deletion of word Read removes some crucial information (e.g., word pronunciation), which is necessary for the intent creation in function ③. In this paper, we name such...


errors that occur during the ICC call as ICC-related bugs, which are induced by improper implementation of ICC calls.

However, detecting such ICC-related bugs is non-trivial due to two major reasons. First, the combination of different ICC calls could be complex and diverse. For example, triggering the bug in Fig. 1 requires a specific execution order of three ICC calls. The order ①→②→③ can crash the app, but if the user views a word record (function ②) before deleting this word (function ③), the app will perform successfully. Second, the ICC calls as well as the connections between different ICC calls need to be triggered by UI events. For example, in function ①, the ICC call is triggered by clicking the word Read and the connection between ① and ② (the transition from DetailActivity to MainActivity) is triggered by some other UI events (e.g., navigation).

Limitations of existing techniques. Many automated GUI testing techniques have been proposed to detect bugs in Android apps. However, existing techniques have two major limitations in the detecting ICC-related bugs. First, most existing testing techniques [3]–[7] are generic and they are not specifically designed to find ICC-related bugs. Moreover, these techniques do not explicitly consider the execution orders of different ICC calls. Therefore, it is difficult for them to find such ICC-related bugs like in Fig. 1. Second, some techniques [8]–[15] design different intent fuzzers to mutate intents and then these intents are directly sent to apps to trigger ICC-related bugs. However, they are difficult to find realistic ICC-related bugs because simply mutating intents may not make sense in real-world scenarios. Take the intent in Fig. 1. (b) as example, intent fuzzers can generate an intent whose extras field value is null or random key-value pairs (e.g., the key pair (“wordId”, -100)). It is impossible for users to generate such intent through UI events.

Our approach. To this end, we propose a novel ICC-guided exploration strategy to effectively find the ICC-related bugs. Our idea is that, we can (1) build an ICC call graph from the app under test, and (2) use this graph to guide the exploration toward exercising ICC calls. Inspired by reinforcement learning-based testing techniques [16]–[20], we introduce Q-learning and design an ICC-related reward function to effectively guide the exploration to test these ICC calls in the apps. This reward function considers the number of explored intents, the number of promising-to-explore intents and the exploration order of explored intents during the exploration. It can encourage the Q-learning agent to generate meaningful test cases that contain complex and diverse ICC calls. Additionally, the introduction of Q-learning enables this approach to test apps like a normal user, ensuring that the exploration can intelligently connect different ICC calls. As a result, it is more promising to effectively reveal realistic ICC-related bugs.

Specifically, the ICC-guided exploration strategy depends on an ICC call graph of the app under test. We can use static analysis to generate the ICC call graph [21]–[25]. However, the generated graph may be incomplete due to the common weaknesses of static analysis [26], [27]. For example, some communication information (e.g., the values of intent fields) of target components are determined at app runtime, but the static analysis is difficult to capture such dynamic information. To this end, we propose a hybrid analysis technique combining static and dynamic analysis to build a more complete ICC call graph. First, according to the ICC mapping rules provided by Android development documentation [28], we conduct a static analysis on the app code to identify the target component of each intent object. In this way, a static ICC call graph can be built. Next, we design a graph enhancement exploration strategy also based on Q-learning to complement static analysis. It explores the UI events in the app to find additional ICC calls, which have not been included in the static ICC call graph.

Evaluation and results. We implemented our approach as an automated testing tool ICCDROID. The evaluation on 28 real-world Android apps shows that ICCDROID can find the most number of ICC-related bugs compared to existing tools within the same testing time. Specifically, the bugs found by ICCDROID are 1.7~2.7 times more than the others. We have reported these ICC-related bugs revealed by ICCDROID to the app developers. To date, 13 reported bugs have been confirmed, and five of which have already been fixed.

Contributions. In this paper, we have made the following contributions:
We propose an ICC-guided exploration strategy based on reinforcement learning to effectively find the ICC-related bugs in Android apps.

- We combine static and dynamic analysis to generate a more complete ICC call graph, which improves the effectiveness of the ICC-guided exploration.
- We have implemented our approach as an automated testing tool ICCDROID\(^1\). The evaluation on 28 real-world apps shows that ICCDROID is much more effective and efficient than existing tools in finding ICC-related bugs.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Inter-component communication (ICC) mechanism

An Android app is composed of multiple components declared in Manifest.xml, these components are divided into four types: Activity, Service, Content Provider and Broadcast Receiver. The List Page (see line 3 in Fig. 1) is an activity called MainActivity. The users can interact with the widgets on MainActivity (e.g., Button and TextView) to finish user-specific functions. For example, clicking word Read can trigger the UI event handler (see Fig 1.(b)) to achieve function (line 2) (view the detail of word Read).

The communication mechanism between components can be implemented by intent. For example, The activity switching from MainActivity to DetailActivity (see function (line 3 in Fig. 1) is implemented by the intent object in Fig. 1.(b). According to the ICC mapping rules provided by Android development documentation [28], [29], the target component in ICC is determined by two forms of intent: explicit intent and implicit intent. Explicit intent explicitly specifies the class of target component by setting the value of component field. The intent in Fig. 1.(b) is an explicit intent as it specifies the exact target component DetailActivity (line 3). Implicit intent does not specify the component class and the determination of target component depends on five intent fields (action, category, data, type and extras). Thus, the system needs to match the value of these fields with the intent-filter tag of each component declared in Manifest.xml.

For example, the intent in Fig. 1.(c) is an implicit intent and declares three conditions (the action name is itkach.aard2.Action_Delete, the category name is android.intent.category.DEFAULT and the data type (that can be handled) for the target component (lines 4-6).

\[^1\]https://github.com/androidAppGuard/IccDroid

Then the system uses these values match each declared intent-filter (shown as Fig. 2). Finally, the DeleteActivity component matches successfully and is identified as the target component.

B. Q-learning

Q-learning is a well-known reinforcement learning algorithm. The reinforcement learning problem can be represented as a standard mathematical framework MDP (Markov Decision Process). This MDP can be defined as 4-tuple \(\langle S, A, P, R \rangle\), where \(S\) is a set of all possible states, \(A\) is a set of all possible actions, \(P\) is the set of state transition probability and \(R\) represents the reward function. Fig. 3 shows the agent-environment interaction at each of the discrete time steps of a sequence. For each interaction \(t\), the agent first observes the environment to obtain a state \(s_t \in S\) and an immediate reward \(r_t \in R\). The \(s_t\) and \(r_t\) have well-defined probability distributions dependent only on preceding state and action \((s_t, a_t) \sim P(s_t, a_t)\) and \(r_t+1 \sim R(s_t, a_t))\). Then the agent selects an action \(a_t \in A\) base on \(s_t\) and \(r_t\) to execute. This action can cause an environment transition from state \(s_t\) to state \(s_{t+1}\) in \(S\) and yield the next reward \(r_{t+1} \in R\). After that, the next interaction starts and the process will continue until limit time runs out.

In Q-learning, the Q-table saves the value of each state-action pair (e.g., the Q-value \(Q(s, a)\) represents the value of action \(a\) in state \(s\)) and is updated by equation (1). In this equation, \(\alpha\) is the learning rate (range from 0 to 1) and \(\gamma\) denotes the maximum future reward that can be achieved in state \(s_{t+1}\). \(\gamma\) is the discount factor for future reward and usually between 0.8 and 0.99 in [17]–[19].

\[
Q(s_t, a_t) = Q(s_t, a_t) + \alpha (r_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1}, a) - Q(s_t, a_t)) \tag{1}
\]

In equation (1), the value of subsequent state-action pairs \(Q(s_{t+1}, a)\) can be propagated to the value of previous key-value pairs \(Q(s_t, a)\). If the agent sufficiently explores the environment, the value of each state-action pair in Q-table will converge to its true value, as proven rigorously by [16]. Therefore, the Q-table can be precise to reflect the true value of each action in environment. In this case, if the agent chooses the action with the highest value at each interaction, the goal of maximizing cumulative reward can be achieved.

III. APPROACH

Fig. 4 describes the workflow of ICCDROID. ICCDROID takes an apk as input and outputs meaningful test cases that contain diverse intent combinations to reveal ICC-related bugs. The workflow contains three stages: one static analysis and two dynamic explorations based on Q-learning (graph enhancement exploration and ICC-guided exploration).
Algorithm 1: Static analysis process

```
1 Function GenerateICCCallGraph(apk)
2    G ← Ø
3    foreach fieldValues ∈ components do
4        foreach method ∈ component.dalvikBytecode do
5            if intent.type ∈ component.intentFilter then
6                if containIntent(method.params) then
7                    intent ← getIntent(method.params)
8                    targetComponent ← intent.component
9                    if intent.type = explicit then
10                       G ← G ∪ {sendComponent, intent, targetComponent}
11                    else
12                       targetComponent ← intent.component
13                       if targetComponent ∈ components then
14                           if match(fieldValues, component.intentFilter) then
15                               targetComponent ← component
16                               G ← G ∪ {sendComponent, intent, targetComponent}
17    return G
```

A. Static Analysis

The event sequence of such ICC-related bugs in Fig. 1 usually contains multiple ICC calls. To obtain these ICC calls, we conduct a static analysis on the Manifest.xml and DALVIK bytecode of the app by the ICC mechanism in Section II-A. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed analysis process.

Given an apk, we first extract all activity components (including the content of all intent-filters) from apk’s Manifest.xml (line 3). For each component, all the methods in DALVIK bytecode are parsed to identify whether there is an ICC call (lines 4-16). If the method contains an intent parameter, we will further analyze the target component of this intent (lines 6-7). If it is an explicit intent, the target component class can be obtained from the component field and the edge from sendComponent to targetComponent will be added to the ICC call graph G (lines 8-10). Where each node is a component and each edge is a unique intent (ICC call). Otherwise it is an implicit intent, we refer to Android API document [28] to resolve the value of five intent fields that specify the target component (line 12). Then we will use these value to match the intent-filter of each component. If matching successfully, this component is the target component and the edge will also be added to G (lines 13-16). The stage continues until each method in each component is analyzed.

Example. The implicit intent in Fig. 1.(c) has set three fields for the target component. These value of intent fields can be resolved by the specified API methods (e.g., setAction, addCategory and setDataAndType). We further match these value with each intent-filter in Manifest.xml of Fig. 2 and identify the target component is DeleteActivity. Thus, the ICC call from MainActivity to DeleteActivity in function 2 of Fig. 1 is identified and is denoted as i2 (intent2) in Fig. 4.(a) (the simplified static ICC call graph for AARD2).

B. Dynamic Exploration based on Q-learning

In the two dynamic explorations, the goal of graph enhancement exploration is to generate a more complete ICC call graph and the goal of ICC-guided exploration is to effectively detect ICC-related bugs. The goals of these two explorations are clear and reinforcement learning is suitable for goal-driven scenarios. Thus, we mathematically model Android testing problem as an MDP and introduce Q-learning algorithm to achieve these goals. The definition of MDP 4-tuple \(<S,A,P,R>\) takes the following formulation.

\(S:\) States. The goal of defining state is to distinguish different GUI pages where the layout of each GUI page is composed of a series of widgets. We utilize a variant of C-Lv4 GUI comparison criterion GUICC [30] to abstract one layout \(l\) as the corresponding state \(s\). Let \(l\) be represented as a n-tuple \((w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)\) and \(w_i\) is the \(i_{th}\) widget in \(l\). We define state as \(s=\bigcup_{w \in l}\{w,l\}\) where \(w,l\) is the type of widget \(w\), such as Button, TextView and TextEditor. This comparison criterion abstracts the structure characteristics by aggregating all the widget types in \(l\), which can effectively differentiate the overall layout of GUI pages.

For example, Fig. 1.(a) is the simplified GUI layout of \(l_1\). Because \(w_1, w_2, w_5\) and \(w_6\) can denote all the widget types in \(l_1\), the abstracted state is \(s=\{w_1.l, w_2.l, w_5.l, w_6.l\}\). The layout \(l_1\) has one more TextView widget \(w_6\) than \(l_2\) but the type of \(w_6\) is same as \(w_7\) and \(w_8\), therefore \(l_1\) and \(l_2\) are abstracted as one state. The layout \(l_1\) and \(l_2\) are different states as the pronunciation picture (horn) widget only exists in \(l_2\).

\(A:\) Actions. We define the executable events as actions in MDP. In order to obtain these events, ICCDROID dumps the layout hierarchy and analyzes the widget attributes (e.g., clickable, scrollable) to obtain executable events. Each executable event is saved as the corresponding state-action pair \((s,a)\) in Q-table where \(a\) is an executable action in state \(s\).

\[
selectAction(s) = \begin{cases} \max_a Q(s,a) - \epsilon, & \text{if } a \text{ is an executable action in } s \\ \text{random an action } & \text{if } a \text{ is not an executable action in } s \\ \end{cases}
\]

We utilize the \(\epsilon\)-greedy policy described in equation (2) to select next action. Under the probability of \(1-\epsilon\), the agent
selects an action with the highest value for exploiting previous exploration experience. In the remaining $\epsilon$ probability, the agent selects a random action (including system-level actions such as screen rotation and phone call) to explore the app. According to previous experiences [17][19], we set $\epsilon$ to 0.2 to balance exploration and exploitation.

**R: Reward.** The role of reward is to yield a numeric value for guiding agent toward a valuable exploration, hence it is crucial to design an effective reward function for triggering more bugs. We design two reward functions against the different exploration objectives during the two dynamic explorations.

**P: Transition Probability Function.** After performing action $a_t$, the transition probability $P(s_t+1|s_t, a_t)$ from state $s_t$ to state $s_{t+1}$ is decided by the app. Therefore, $P$ is determined after the app development finishes.

Based on this MDP definition, we design two reward functions for the graph enhancement exploration and the ICC-guided exploration.

(1) **Graph Enhancement Exploration**

The ICC call graph generated by static analysis may be incomplete due to the imprecision of intent resolution. To complement the graph, we design an UI reward based on the execution frequency of actions and the ICC calls at runtime, as the reward function of graph enhancement exploration.

**UI reward function.** The UI reward $r_{ui}$ as defined as equation (3) consists of two parts: UI action reward and ICC call reward. The UI action reward $\frac{1}{\pi_{a_t}a_t^{\pi_{a_t}a_t}}$ denotes the reciprocal of execution frequency of action in $s_t$. It signifies that the actions performed less have higher value. The ICC call reward is a sparse reward, which depends on whether the current UI action does trigger a new intent. If it does, there is a new ICC call and the reward value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.

$$r_{ui} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\pi_{a_t}a_t^{\pi_{a_t}a_t}} + 1 & \text{if new ICC call occurs} \\ \frac{1}{\pi_{a_t}a_t^{\pi_{a_t}a_t}} + 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(3)

Based on this UI reward function, we utilize Q-learning algorithm to achieve a graph enhancement exploration. The detailed process is described in the function `graphEnhancementExploration` of Algorithm 2. For each interaction, ICCDROID first abstracts structure characteristics of GUI page as state $s_t$ and finds out all the executable actions $actions_t$ (line 5). The Q-table will record the value of each action or assign a default initial value 500 if the action executes for the first time (lines 6-8). Then ICCDROID employs equation (2) to select an action and calculates the UI reward by equation (3) after executing this action (lines 9-11).

It is worth emphasizing that the graph enhancement exploration benefits from the propagation of Q-value (line 12), which enables agent to select actions with reward value regardless of the current state. If an executed action gains higher UI reward $r_{ui}$, its updated Q-value $Q(s_t, a_t)$ will increase and the action will be more possible to be executed in next explorations. Otherwise, the agent will explore other valuable actions. Since the UI reward function considers the action execution frequency, the actions performed less have higher reward and are prioritized. Thus, the agent sought to systematically perform each UI action to find new dynamic ICC calls at runtime.

The sparse ICC call reward can encourage agent to find new ICC calls, which is used to complement the static ICC call graph. We first get the current runtime intent object in app (line 13). If the intent visits for the first time, it represents that the agent has explored a new ICC call (lines 14-15). Additionally, if this ICC call is not in the static ICC call graph, the graph will be updated (lines 16-17).

Overall, the graph enhancement exploration not only achieves a systematic testing for each UI event, but also generates a more complete ICC call graph that used for the next ICC-guided exploration.

(2) **ICC-guided exploration**

In order to reveal the ICC-related bugs like in Fig. 1, besides the single ICC calls, the combinations of different ICC calls also need to be considered. To this end, we design an intent reward for the ICC-guided exploration. This intent reward function considers the number of explored intents, the number of promising-to-explore intents (may be explored in subsequent actions) and the exploration order of explored intents to explore different intent combinations.

**Intent reward function.** We leverage the exploring state sequence $seq$ and the ICC call graph $G$ from graph enhancement exploration to calculate intent reward $r$. As shown in

---

**Algorithm 2: Exploration Strategies**

```plaintext
Function graphEnhancementExploration(G, app)
    Q ← ∅ // initialize Q-table
    M ← ∅ // save visited intent
    while ¬isTimeOver() do
        if new ICC call occurs
            r ← +1 as defined as
        s ← abstractStructureInfo()
        foreach action_i ∈ actions_i do
            if action_i ∉ Q then
                setQvalue(Q, s_i, actions_i, Q_initial)
            a_i ← selectAction(Q, s_i)
            s_i+1 ← executeAction(app, a_i)
            r_i ← getUIReward(a_i, app)
            Q(s_i, a_i) ← Q(s_i, a_i) + α(r_i + γ max(Q(s_i+1, a) - Q(s_i, a)))
        intent ← getCurrentIntent(app) // use Java reflection
        if intent ≠ null ∧ intent ∉ M then // new ICC behavior
            M ← M ∪ intent
        G ← G ∪ {intent.sendComponent, intent, intent.targetComponent}
        return G

Function IccGuidedExploration(G, app)
    Q ← ∅ // initialize Q-table
    s ← List()
    while ¬isTimeOver() do
        if new ICC call occurs
            setQvalue(Q, s_i, actions_i, Q_initial)
            a_i ← selectAction(Q, s_i)
            s_i+1 ← executeAction(app, a_i)
            intent ← getIntentReward(seq, G)
            Q(s_i, a_i) ← Q(s_i, a_i) + α(r_i + γ max(Q(s_i+1, a) - Q(s_i, a)))
        seq.append(s_i)
        if seq.length ≥ ε then
            restart(app)
        seq.removeAll()
```

407
equation (4), \( r_{\text{intent}} \) consists of three parts: the number of explored intents, the number of promising-to-explore intents and the exploration order of explored intents. Where \( f(seq, G) \) represents the number of intents currently explored by testing tool in \( G \). It can be calculated through calculating the number of intents owned by both \( seq \) and the ICC graph call \( G \). \( g(seq, G) \) denotes how many intents that \( seq \) can continue to explore in \( G \). We view the \( g(seq, G) \) as the number of promising-to-explore intents. Both of \( f(seq, G) \) and \( g(seq, G) \) will be normalized by dividing by the maximum value (the number of all intents in \( G \)). The last function \( h(seq) \) is to identify whether the exploration order of explored intents in \( seq \) has been executed in prior episodes. If this exploration order is executed for the first time, \( h(seq) \) is 1; otherwise 0.

\[
  r_{\text{intent}} = \frac{f(seq, G)}{|G|} + \frac{g(seq, G)}{|G|} + h(seq) \tag{4}
\]

Example. Suppose \( G \) is the generated ICC call graph in Fig. 4(b) and the exploring state sequence \( seq = [s_1,Main,s_2,Detail] \). Where \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) is abstracted from MainActivity and DetailActivity, respectively. Because both \( seq \) and \( G \) contains the intent \( i_3 \) from Main to Detail, the number of explored intents \( f(seq, G) \) is 1. The testing tool can continue to explore Add and Edit from \( s_2 \) through \( i_4 \) and \( i_5 \) of \( G \), so the number of promising-to-explore intents \( g(seq, G) \) is 2. Further, the number of all intents in \( G \) is 9, then \( f(seq, G) \) is 1/9 and \( g(seq, G) \) is 2/9. Because this intent order \([i_3] \) is the first executed, the \( h(seq) \) is 1. Thus, the total reward \( r_{\text{intent}} \) is 12/9.

In this exploration, we once again use Q-learning algorithm but take intent reward as the reward function to focus the execution of ICC calls, aiming to explore complex and diverse ICC combinations. The function IccGuidedExploration in Algorithm 2 shows the process of ICC-guided exploration. The whole process is similar to graph enhancement exploration. For each interaction, ICCDROID also first abstracts state (line 23), assigns initial value for each new action (lines 24-26), selects one action to execute (lines 27-28), then calculates the intent reward \( r_{\text{intent}} \) and updates the Q-table (lines 30-31). One difference is that ICCDROID needs to save the exploring state sequence \( seq \). If the length of \( seq \) exceeds the specified test case length \( c \) (the default is 15), ICCDROID will restart the app and remove all states in \( seq \) to calculate \( r_{\text{intent}} \) for the next test case (lines 32-34). Through the definition of \( r_{\text{intent}} \), if one test case contains more explored intents, can explore more promising-to-explore intents and this intent order has never been explored, \( r_{\text{intent}} \) will be higher, then these events in this test case can have a higher value through the propagation of Q-value, so they will be prioritized.

Thus, the intent reward can encourage the agent to generate long test cases that contain multiple intents and various execution order of intents. Then it is more promising to find ICC-related bugs.

IV. EVALUATION

In our experimental evaluation, we aim to answer the following three research questions:

- **RQ1** How effective is ICCDROID in finding ICC-related bugs, compared to existing testing tools?
- **RQ2** How efficient is ICCDROID in finding ICC-related bugs, compared to existing testing tools?
- **RQ3** Can the graph enhancement exploration strategy obtain a more complete ICC call graph? How effective is the ICC call graph in improving the testing effectiveness of the ICC-guided exploration strategy in bug finding?

A. Evaluation Setup

**Tool Implementation.** As a fully automated testing tool, ICCDROID reuses and extends the following tools: SOOT framework [31] for resolving static intents in Dalvik bytecode (similar to ICCBOT [21]), UIAUTOMATOR2 [32] for dumping GUI hierarchy files of GUI pages, Android Debug Bridge (ADB) [33] for sending UI events and LOGCAT [34] for recording ICC calls and monitoring runtime exceptions.

To identify the intents at runtime, ICCDROID first utilizes Java reflection to load the single-instantiated ActivityThread class. Then the current activity object mActivities can be obtained by assessing the member variable of ActivityThread. Finally, the intent object and these intent fields can be directly fetched from mActivities.

**App Subjects** In this evaluation, we aim to select representative target apps by following the three steps. First, ANDROTEST [35] and THEMIS [36] are the two standard Android testing benchmarks used in several work [17], [37], [38]. Thus, we collected all the 78 open-source apps in these two benchmarks. Second, we excluded 21 apps that have not been maintained within the recent two years to ensure timely feedback from app developers. Third, to focus on real-world and non-trivial apps, we excluded 19 apps with fewer than 1000+ installations on Google Play and fewer than 100 stars on Github, and 10 apps which only have fewer than 2 activity components. Finally, a total of 28 apps are used as the app subjects in our evaluation. Table I shows these apps sorted by executable lines of code (ELOC) where the column AC denotes the total number of activity components in these apps.

**Execution Environment.** All the 28 open-source apps ran on 2GB RAM Android emulators (Marshmallow version, Android 7.0) deployed on a 64-bit Ubuntu physical machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3740 CPU and 16GB RAM.

**Bug and Coverage Metrics.** According to Android development documentation [28], the communication between components depends on the specified API methods (e.g., startActivity(), startActivityForResult() and startActivityIfNeeded()) to launch an ICC call. We call these specified API methods as ICC methods in this paper. Further, we follow the definition in STOAT [39], where an app bug is identified if the exception lines in stack traces contain the keyword of app’s package name. For an app bug, if the call chain in the stack traces contains these ICC methods, it denotes this bug occurs during an ICC call and we identify such bugs as ICC-related bugs. Additionally, if one ICC-related bug is identified, we will also record the bug-triggering time to measure the efficiency of testing tools.
Code coverage is one mainstream way to represent the test adequacy of app source code during testing. However, traditional code coverage (e.g., line code coverage) may not be able to intuitively reflect the test adequacy of ICC calls in the app under test. Therefore, we define ICC method coverage to measure how many ICC methods are covered during testing. Because this metric can intuitively reflect the coverage of ICC calls in apps. To calculate the achieved ICC method coverage during testing, we instrumented each ICC method in each target app. The column ME in Table I shows the total number of ICC methods in each category.

**Evaluation Setup of RQ1 and RQ2.** Most existing automated testing tools [17], [39]–[43] for Android apps are generic. Although these testing tools mainly focus on UI events and do not explicitly consider the intents during testing, they also may find ICC-related bugs. Thus, we chose two representative tools (MONKEY and Q-TESTING) for comparison. Additionally, some other testing tools [10], [11], [14], [15], [23], [24], [44], [45] leverage intents to test the ICC calls in the apps for finding ICC-related bugs. These testing tools are relevant to ICCDROID. Thus, we also chose two representative tools (FAX and MATE) for comparison.

- **MONKEY and Q-TESTING:** These two tools represent those typical generic testing tools. MONKEY [40] is the state-of-practice testing tool, which sends pseudo-random events to the app under test. Q-TESTING [17], like ICCDROID, is a testing tool based on reinforcement learning. It designs a curiosity-driven exploration strategy to select the event that is most likely to jump to a new page. These two testing tools are widely used as baselines for comparison in many work [20], [37], [39], [42], [46].

- **FAX and MATE:** These two tools represent those testing tools that explicitly consider the ICC calls during testing. FAX [14] first sends an intent to launch a specified activity and then injects random UI events (e.g., monkey events) to explore this activity. MATE [15] generates random tests with the combination of 90% UI events and 10% intents to discover more bugs. FAX and MATE consider the combination of UI events and intents and thus these two testing tools could detect ICC-related bugs. Other testing tools [10], [11], [23], [24], [44], [45] design different intent fuzzers to mutate intents. Then these intents are directly sent to the apps to test failed ICC calls. However, these intents generated by intent fuzzers are unrealistic as the users are difficult to reach these scenarios through normal UI interactions. As a result, most bugs revealed by these testing tools cannot be reproduced [47], so we did not compare with them.

We allocated 2 hours for each evaluated tool in one run, and repeated 5 independent runs for each tool. Thus, the evaluation for 28 apps takes $5 \times 2.5 \times 128 = 1400$ machine hours. According to the previous work [42], [43], we set 200 milliseconds event interval for MONKEY. Q-TESTING is a closed-source testing tool, so we adopted the default configuration. For FAX and MATE, the 2-hour testing time includes the time required by their static analysis and dynamic exploration. Note that these two tools were setup with the assistance from the correspond
ing tool authors to ensure fair comparison. We allocated 1 hour for ICCDROID to construct the ICC call graph (including the static analysis and graph enhancement exploration) and the remaining 1 hour for ICC-guided exploration.

**Evaluation Setup of RQ3.** ICCDROID leverages the graph enhancement exploration to complement the static ICC call graph and uses the ICC-guided exploration to effectively find ICC-related bugs. Thus, we implemented two versions of ICCDROID (ICCDROIDα and ICCDROIDβ) as the baselines to evaluate the effectiveness of these strategies.

- **ICCDROIDα:** This baseline comparison aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the ICC-guided exploration in bug finding. Specifically, for the workflow in Fig. 4, ICCDROIDα only runs Stage1 (static analysis) and Stage2 (graph enhancement exploration) but without Stage3 (ICC-guided exploration). Within the 2-hour testing time, ICCDROIDα runs Stage2 until timeout after Stage1 finishes. If ICCDROID can find more ICC-related bugs than ICCDROIDα, we can conclude that the ICC-guided exploration is indeed useful.

- **ICCDROIDβ:** This baseline comparison aims to evaluate whether a more complete ICC call graph can improve the effectiveness of ICC-guided exploration in bug finding. Specifically, for the workflow in Fig. 4, ICCDROIDβ runs Stage1 (static analysis), Stage2 (graph enhancement exploration without updating the ICC call graph) like Fig. 4(a) and Stage3 (ICC-guided exploration). Within the 2-hour testing time, ICCDROIDβ runs Stage3 and Stage2 within the first one hour, and runs Stage2 in the remaining one hour. If ICCDROID can find more ICC-related bugs than ICCDROIDβ, we can conclude that a more complete call graph (with the help of graph enhancement exploration) is indeed useful.

We allocated the same 2-hour time for ICCDROID, i.e., one hour for static analysis and the graph enhancement exploration and the remaining one hour for the ICC-guided exploration.

**B. Experimental Results**

**Answer to RQ1.** Table I shows the achieved ICC method coverage of five testing tools (MONKEY, Q-TESTING, FAX, MATE and ICCDROID) on the 28 apps. The gray cell highlights which tool achieves the highest coverage. The last row gives the overall average result. ICCDROID achieved 39.0% ICC method coverage on average and exceeded MONKEY by 10.5%, Q-TESTING by 9.3%, FAX by 7.1% and MATE by 6.6%. Additionally, ICCDROID achieved the highest ICC method coverage on 15 apps, while MONKEY, Q-TESTING, FAX and MATE win on 3, 6, 7 and 8 apps, respectively.

Performing an ICC method can launch an ICC call, so the number of the execution of ICC calls during testing is also important to achieve high ICC method coverage. During the 2-hour testing, MONKEY, Q-TESTING, FAX, MATE and ICCDROID averagely executed 9132, 9053, 9722, 9977 and 15337 ICC calls on 28 apps. For MONKEY and Q-TESTING, they only focus on generating UI events but do not explicitly consider the ICC calls during testing. As a result, lots of UI events that can trigger ICC calls are missed and the number of executed ICC calls is only about 60% of ICCDROID. FAX first sends an intent to launch a specified activity, and this process triggers one execution of ICC call. However, FAX only generates random monkey events to test the app after launching the activity. Thus, most of the testing time is also spent on UI events instead of intents. MATE ranks second in the number of the execution of ICC calls as its test cases are composed of 90% UI events and 10% intents. ICCDROID designs an ICC call reward in graph enhancement exploration to encourage agent to explore unexecuted ICC calls. Additionally, the intent reward in the next ICC-guided exploration also drives ICCDROID to explore the combinations of different ICC calls. Thus, ICCDROID performed more ICC calls than other tools during testing.

Table I also shows the ICC-related bugs found by each tool. ICCDROID discovered the most ICC-related bugs (43), which is 2.5 times more than MONKEY (17), 2.7 times more than Q-TESTING (16), 1.7 times more than FAX (25) and 1.8 times more than MATE (24). Additionally, ICCDROID detected the most number of ICC-related bugs in 17 apps, followed by MATE (9), FAX (7), Q-TESTING (6) and MONKEY(5).

We also compared the ICC-related bugs revealed by the five testing tools. These tools found a total of 61 unique ICC-related bugs on 28 apps. Among these bugs, ICCDROID achieved 70.4% detection rate of ICC-related bug, followed by FAX (40.9%), MATE (39.3%), MONKEY (27.9%), and Q-TESTING (26.2%). For the number of unique ICC-related bugs, ICCDROID detected the most unique ICC-related bugs (13) while MONKEY, Q-TESTING, FAX and MATE only found 2, 2, 7 and 2. FAX found 7 unique ICC-related bugs as it sends intents to both internal activities and exposed intents while MATE only generates intents for exposed intents. As a result, FAX found many unique bugs in internal activities. However, in principle, Android system does not allow internal activities to be started by external apps. We have included these bugs even if they are difficult to trigger in real-world scenarios. ICCDROID is the only tool that considers the execution order of ICC calls, so it can generate many long test cases that contain different ICC calls to discover deep ICC-related bugs and effectively find the most unique ICC-related bugs.

Most ICC-related bugs revealed by ICCDROID have been reproduced and reported to developers. So far, 13 reported bugs have been confirmed. Among them, 5 have already been fixed. Table II lists the detailed information for each confirmed bug. Take a bug confirmed by developers in AmazeFileManager app as example. This app throws a NullPointerException when pasting a deleted file. The shortest event sequence for triggering this bug requires 7 consecutive events. There are three different ICC calls (“copy a file”, “delete a file” and “paste a file”) in this buggy event sequence. The random exploration strategy of MONKEY is hard to generate such long meaningful event sequence. Q-TESTING pays attention to the events that can discover new pages, but most events in this buggy event sequence do not change the page. As a result, Q-TESTING missed the bug. Even if FAX and MATE generated the intents to trigger these ICC calls during testing.
However, neither of them considers the execution order of intents, so the two tools both missed this bug. Fortunately, the enhanced ICC call graph generated by hybrid analysis contains three of these ICC calls, and the intent reward designed for ICC-guided exploration considered the execution order of different intents. This bug was found by ICCDROID when the ICC-guided exploration ran for only 15 minutes, which shows the effectiveness of our approach.

In summary, ICCDROID found the most number of ICC-related bugs compared to existing tools. Specifically, the bugs found by ICCDROID are 1.7~2.7 times more than the others.

Answer to RQ2. Fig. 5 shows the number of revealed ICC-related bugs over the testing time. At the first 5 minutes, ICCDROID, FAX and MATE conducted static analysis on the target apps, so the number of detected ICC-related bugs is 0. After generating the ICC call graph, ICCDROID entered the graph enhancement exploration. The ICC call reward designed for this stage encourages the agent to explore new ICC calls to complement the static ICC call graph, so some ICC-related bugs were found. As a result, ICCDROID took the first place at about 13 minutes. It indicates that ICCDROID can find several ICC-related bugs within a short time. As the progress of testing continues, these testing tools are difficult to find new ICC-related bugs. Therefore, after about 37 minutes, the curves of these tools saturate.

After 1 hour, ICCDROID entered the ICC-guided exploration. During this stage, the intent reward considers the number of explored intents, the order of explored intents and the number of promising-to-explore intents, which enables the agent to explore complex and diverse combinations of ICC calls. Thus, ICCDROID can continuously discover new deep ICC-related bugs and keep top one during the subsequent testing. Overall, in term of detecting ICC-related bugs, ICCDROID has exhibited high testing efficiency.

In summary, ICCDROID is more efficient than existing tools in finding ICC-related bugs within the same testing time.

Answer to RQ3. The last four columns in Table I shows the number of nodes and edges in the ICC call graph generated by static analysis (ICCDROIDα) and hybrid analysis (ICCDROID). We can see that the graphs generated by ICCDROID has 30 more nodes and 306 more edges than the graphs generated by ICCDROIDα. This shows the graph enhancement exploration enhanced the static ICC call graph and the hybrid analysis approach generated a more complete ICC call graph. This phenomenon benefits from the ICC call reward in the graph enhancement exploration, which enables agent to dynamically explore new ICC calls to complement the static ICC call graph.

Fig. 6 shows the achieved ICC method coverage and the number of revealed ICC-related bugs over execution time for ICCDROID, ICCDROIDα and ICCDROIDβ. For the achieved ICC method coverage, ICCDROIDα achieved 40.7% ICC method coverage and higher than ICCDROID (39.0%) and ICCDROIDβ (37.8%). We can see that ICCDROID, ICCDROIDα and ICCDROIDβ achieved close code coverage in the previous 1 hour. After 1 hour, ICCDROIDα continued the graph enhancement exploration while ICCDROID and ICCDROIDβ entered the ICC-guided exploration. After about 76 minutes, ICCDROIDα exceeded the other two tools and kept top one during the subsequent testing. This phenomenon shows the graph enhancement exploration can indeed guide the tool to explore new ICC calls. Thus, the dynamic graph enhancement exploration can generate a more complete ICC call graph.

For the revealed ICC-related bugs, ICCDROID found the most number of ICC-related bugs (43) while ICCDROIDα and ICCDROIDβ are 32 and 36. In the previous 1 hour, all the three tools entered the static analysis and the graph enhancement exploration, so the number of revealed ICC-related bugs were close. After 1 hour, ICCDROIDα continued the ICC-guided exploration while ICCDROIDβ entered the ICC-guided exploration. As a result, ICCDROID and ICCDROIDβ exceeded ICCDROIDα after about 69 minutes. This phenomenon shows that the ICC-guided exploration can improve the ability of discovering ICC-related bugs. Additionally, the ICC-guided exploration of ICCDROID used the enhanced ICC call graph while the ICC-guided exploration of ICCDROIDβ continued to use the static ICC call graph. As a result, ICCDROID found more 7 ICC-related bugs than ICCDROIDβ in the ICC-guided exploration. It means the more complete ICC call graph can improve the ability of tools to found ICC-related bugs.

In summary, the ICC call graphs built by the hybrid analysis are more complete than those built by the static analysis. These more complete ICC call graphs help the ICC-guided exploration find more unique ICC-related bugs.

V. DISCUSSION

Enumeration of ICC call combinations. Enumerating all the possible combinations of ICC calls via full permutation might be plausible to find more ICC-related bugs. However, we may face two challenges. First, the enumeration could be
impractical as the number of combinations increase exponentially when the number of ICC calls is large. Second, simply enumerating the combinations of ICC calls may not be able to ensure the connections between different ICC calls. These connections usually require the execution of some additional UI events. As a result, most of the combined ICC calls could be invalid. Thus, we propose a ICC-guided exploration strategy to explore diverse combinations of ICC calls and introduce Q-learning to test the app by connecting different ICC calls.

**Threats to validity.** The main threat is the identification of ICC-related bugs. We identify an ICC-related bug by analyzing its call chain in stack traces. However, some other exceptions (e.g., SecurityException) may lead to similar call chains, thus incurring false positives. To reduce this threat, we reproduced all the found bugs with such exceptions, and manually analyzed the root causes to confirm whether they were true ICC-related bugs.

**VI. RELATED WORK**

**Automated testing tools for Android apps.** Most automated GUI testing tools [48]–[50] have been proposed to ensure the reliability and quality of Android apps, including random testing tools [40], [51], [52], model-based testing tools [30], [39], [42], [47], [53]–[55], search-based testing tools [41], [43], [56]–[58] and reinforcement learning-based testing tools [17]–[20], [59]. However, these testing tools focus on generating UI events to test apps but do not explicitly consider the ICC calls during testing. Therefore, it could be difficult for these tools to effectively find ICC-related bugs. In contrast, our tool ICCDroid utilizes the hybrid analysis to generate an ICC call graph for the app under test and uses an ICC-guided exploration strategy to effectively find ICC-related bugs.

Recently, some GUI testing tools [17]–[20], [59]–[62] adopt reinforcement learning to do testing. Q-TESTING [17] designs a curiosity-driven exploration strategy to explore previously unvisited GUI pages. Vuong [19] utilizes the execution frequency of events as the reward function to systematically test each event in the app. However, these testing tools do not specifically design an ICC-related reward function to explore ICC-related bugs. Thus, they are limited in effectively finding ICC-related bugs. ICCDroid designs a ICC-guided exploration based on an ICC call graph, aiming to comprehensively test these ICC calls in the apps.

**Finding ICC-related bugs in Android apps.** Some testing tools [2], [9]–[13], [45], [63] design different intent fuzzers to mutate intents. These intents are then directly sent to apps to trigger ICC-related bugs. For example, NULLINTENTFUZER [63] generates intents with null value for all fields to detect failed ICC calls. INTENTDROID [11] fuzzes different value for intent fields that used in apps to simulate various ICC calls, aiming to comprehensively find ICC-related bugs. ICCFUZER [13] first conducts a path-insensitive ICFG analysis to resolve the possible value of intents fields and these values are used to generate real intents in the actual processing of apps. However, these intents generated by different intent fuzzers are unrealistic as the users are difficult to reach these scenarios through normal UI interactions. We introduce reinforcement learning to enable ICCDroid to test the app like a normal user, ensuring the agent can intelligently select realistic actions in the apps to discover realistic ICC-related bugs.

To our knowledge, few work [14], [15] leverages different combinations of intents and UI events to achieve higher coverage and find more bugs. FAX [14] first sends an intent to launch a specified activity and then injects random UI events (e.g., monkey events) to explore this activity. MATE [15] generates test cases with random combinations of 90% UI events and 10% intents to discover more bugs. However, FAX and MATE do not consider the execution order of intents during testing. The simple and random combinations of UI events and intents are difficult to find deep ICC-related bugs. ICCDroid designs an intent reward for ICC-guided exploration to consider the number of explored intents, the number of promising-to-explore intents and the execution order of explored intents. This reward enables the agent to explore diverse combinations of ICC calls for effectively finding more deep ICC-related bugs.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to effectively find ICC-related bugs. Our approach designs a graph enhancement exploration strategy based on Q-learning to complement the ICC call graph generated by static analysis. Leveraging this graph, we further design an ICC-guided exploration strategy also based on Q-learning to improve the testing effectiveness in bug finding. We also implemented this approach as an automated testing tool ICCDroid. The ICC-related bugs found by ICCDroid on 28 target apps are 1.7–2.7 times more than the others. We have reported these ICC-related bugs revealed by ICCDroid to the app developers. So far, 13 reported bugs have been confirmed and five of which have already been fixed.
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